
EconS 503 - Microeconomic Theory II
Homework #3 - Answer key

1. [Finding NE and SPNE] Consider the following game tree.

(a) De�ne the strategy spaces for player 1 and 2.

� The strategy spaces for player i, where i 2 f1; 2g, are as follows:
� Player 1 : S1 ={In, Out}
� Player 2 : S2 ={Aa, Ab, Ba, Bb}
� Player 3 : S3 ={x,y,z}

(b) Using your results in part (a), represent the game in matrix form.

� Let player 1 be the matrix player, player 2 be the row player, and player 3
be the column player. The payo¤s to players 1, 2, 3 for deploying di¤erent
strategies are depicted as follows:

Player 3
x y z

Player 2 Aa 0, 2, 1 0, 2, 1 0, 2, 1
Ab 0, 2, 1 0, 2, 1 0, 2, 1
Ba 5, 3, 4 5, 3, 4 5, 3, 4
Bb 5, 3, 4 5, 3, 4 5, 3, 4

When player 1 chooses In

Player 3
x y z

Player 2 Aa 10, 5, 3 11, 5, 11 9, 20, 5
Ab 7, 9, 11 9, 7, 8 2, 15, 6
Ba 10, 5, 3 11, 5, 11 9, 20, 5
Bb 7, 9, 11 9, 7, 8 2, 15, 6

When player 1 chooses Out

(c) Using your results from part (b), �nd the Nash equilibria (NEs) of this game.
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� The Nash equilbria are {(In, Bb, z), (Out, Ab, x), (Out, Bb, x)}.

Player 3
x y z

Player 2 Aa 0, 2, 1
¯

0, 2, 1
¯

0, 2, 1
¯

Ab 0, 2, 1
¯

0, 2, 1
¯

0, 2, 1
¯

Ba 5, 3
¯
, 4
¯

5, 3
¯
, 4
¯

5, 3
¯
, 4
¯

Bb 5, 3
¯
, 4
¯

5, 3
¯
, 4
¯

5
¯
, 3
¯
, 4
¯

When player 1 chooses In

Player 3
x y z

Player 2 Aa 1
¯
0
¯
, 5, 3 1

¯
1
¯
, 5, 1

¯
1
¯

9
¯
, 2
¯
0
¯
, 5

Ab 7
¯
, 9
¯
, 1
¯
1
¯

9
¯
, 7
¯
, 8 2

¯
, 15, 6

Ba 1
¯
0
¯
, 5, 3 1

¯
1
¯
, 5, 1

¯
1
¯

9
¯
, 2
¯
0
¯
, 5

Bb 7
¯
, 9
¯
, 1
¯
1
¯

9
¯
, 7
¯
, 8 2, 15, 6

When player 1 chooses Out

(d) Let us consider again the game tree. Identify all subgames of this game.

� There are altogether three subgames, which are the entire game itself (rectan-
gled in black color), the proper subgame that begins with player 2 choosing
between strategies A and B (i.e., following player 1 choosing strategy In,
as rectangled in red color), and another subgame that begins with player 2
choosing between strategies a and b (i.e., following player 1 choosing strategy
Out, as rectangled in blue color). Note that there are no more subgames
associated with player 3, because he cannot distinguish the strategies chosen
by his predecessor, player 2 (remembering that a subgame cannot intersect
any information sets.)

(e) Using your results from part (d), �nd the Subgame Perfect Nash equilibria (SP-
NEs) of this game.

� Subgame 1. First, consider the subgame that begins after player 1 chooses In.
In this context, player 2 responds with B since his payo¤ (3) is higher than
from A (2).
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� Subgame 2. Next, consider subgame 2 which is initiated after player 1 selects
Out. In this context, player 3 does not observe player 2�s action (a or b) and
thus we can treat the interaction between players 2 and 3 in this subgame as
strategically equivalent to the following simultaneous-move game.

Player 3
x y z

Player 2 a 10, 5, 3 11, 5, 11 9, 20, 5
b 7, 9, 11 9, 7, 8 2, 15, 6

Underlining best response payo¤s for players 2 (in rows) and 3 (in columns),
the above payo¤ matrix becomes

Player 3
x y z

Player 2 a 10, 5, 3 11, 5, 11 9, 20, 5
b 7, 9

¯
, 11 9, 7

¯
, 8 2, 15, 6

which entails that the NE of subgame 2 is (b; x).
� Subgame 3 (game as a whole). Inserting the equilibrium payo¤s from subgame
1 (after player 1 chooses In), (5; 3; 4), and from subgame 2 (after he chooses
Out), (7; 9; 11), we obtain the following reduced game tree.

Since player 1 can anticipate all subsequent equilibrium behavior after In
(subgame 1) and after Out (subgame 2), his decision at the beginning of the
game simpli�es to a simple payo¤ comparison: if he chooses In his payo¤ is
5, while if he chooses Out his payo¤ increases to 7. As shaded in the picture,
player 1 chooses Out in the SPNE of the game.

� In conclusion, the strategy pro�le (Out, Bb, x) constitutes the unique sub-
game perfect Nash equilbrium.

(f) Compare the set of NEs and SPNEs. Which NEs are based on incredible threats?
Interpret.

� We need to show that NEs (In, Bb, z) and (Out, Ab, x) are based on incredible
threats.
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� Consider �rst (In, Bb, z). Player 3 does not select z in the simultaneous-move
game that he plays with player 2 since, as we showed above, when these two
players interact in subgame 2 player 3 chooses x. In addition, strategy z is
strictly dominated by strategy y, rendering the strategy pro�le (In, Bb, z) as
completely insensible for player 3!

� Next consider strategy pro�le (Out, Ab, x). By a similar argument as above,
player 2 does not have incentives to play Ab since his equilibrium strategy in
subgame 1 is B, thus being incompatible with Ab. Therefore, the strategy
pro�le (Out, Ab, x) as an incredible threat.

2. R&D in a Cournot industry (Exercise 8.16 in Advanced Microeconomic
Theory, MIT Press). Consider an industry with inverse demand p(Q) = 250�Q, and
two �rms facing a common marginal cost $100. Before competing à la Cournot, every
�rm independently and simultaneously decides whether to establish a R&D facility,
whose cost isK, in order to decrease its marginal cost from $100 to $70 with probability
 2 (0; 1).

(a) Find all subgame perfect equilibria of this sequential-move game in which:

1. neither �rm establishes a research facility.
2. only one �rm establishes a research facility.
3. both �rms establish a research facility.

Provide the equilibrium levels of quantities, prices, pro�ts, consumer surplus and
social welfare in each part of the solution.

� We �rst �nd expected pro�ts and surpluses as a function of K and  for each
di¤erent situation.

1. If neither �rm has the innovation, competition is à la Cournot with sym-
metric costs of 100 each. So, equilibrium quantities can be found by
solving each �rm i�s PMP

max
qi

(250� qi � qj)qi � 100qi

with �rst-order conditions

250� 2qi � qj � 100 = 0

solving this expression for qi gives �rm i�s best response function

qi(qj) = 75�
qj
2

and since �rms are symmetric, i.e., qi = qj, we can substitute this into
our best response function to obtain

qi = 75�
qi
2
=) q�i = 50 for i 2 f1; 2g

We can use these values to solve for the equilibrium price

p� = 250� q�1 � q�2 = 150
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and each �rm�s equilibrium pro�ts

��i = p
�q�i � 100q�i = (150� 100)(50) = 2; 500 for i 2 f1; 2g

Since the inverse demand is linear, consumer surplus can be calculated as

CS =
1

2
(250� p�)Q� = 1

2
(250� 150)(100) = 5; 000

and lastly, social welfare is simply consumer surplus and aggregate pro�ts

SW = CS + �1 + �2 = 5; 000 + 2; 500 + 2; 500 = 10; 000

2. If only one �rm does the R&D and is successful, say Firm 1, then Firm
2�s response function is unchanged, and the inventor�s response function
re�ects its lower costs. To �nd Firm 1�s new best response function, we
must solve his PMP

max
q1�0

�1 = (250� q1 � q2)q1 � 70q1 �K

with �rst-order conditions

250� 2q1 � q2 � 70 = 0

and solving this expression for q1 gives �rm 1�s best response function

q1(q2) = 90�
q2
2

Using this new best response function, as well as �rm 2�s best response
function that we found in part (i), plugging �rm 2�s best response function
into �rm 1�s gives,

q1 = 90�
1

2

�
75� q1

2

�
=) q�1 = 70

and plugging this value back into �rm 2�s best response function gives

q�2 = 75�
q�1
2
= 40

which yields an equilibrium price of

p� = 250� q�1 � q�2 = 140

and equilibrium pro�ts of

��1 = p�q�1 � 70q�1 �K = (140� 70)(70) = 4; 900�K
��2 = p�q�2 � 100q�2 = (140� 100)(40) = 1; 600

Consumer surplus can be calculated as

CS =
1

2
(250� p�)Q� = 1

2
(250� 140)(110) = 6; 050

and lastly, social welfare is simply consumer surplus and aggregate pro�ts

SW = CS + �1 + �2 = 6; 050 + (4; 900�K) + 1; 600 = 12; 550�K
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3. If both �rms set up labs and if each succeeds at innovating, we again have
Cournot with symmetric costs. With both �rms�costs reduced to $70,
the best response functions for both �rms are the same as that for �rm 1
in part 2, i.e.,

qi(qj) = 90�
qj
2

which, under symmetry, qi = qj. Substituting this into our best response
function gives

qi = 90�
qi
2
=) q�i = 60 for i 2 f1; 2g

which yields an equilibrium price of

p� = 250� q�i � q�j = 130

and equilibrium pro�ts of

��i = p
�q�i �70q�i �K = (130�70)(60)�K = 3; 600�K for all i 2 f1; 2g

Consumer surplus can be calculated as

CS =
1

2
(250� p�)Q� = 1

2
(250� 130)(120) = 7; 200

and lastly, social welfare is simply consumer surplus and aggregate pro�ts

SW = CS + �1 + �2 = 7; 200 + 2 (3; 600�K) = 14; 400� 2K

� Now we consider expected pro�ts and total surplus. If neither �rm establishes
a facility, the expected and actual total pro�t, as well as the social welfare is
known with certainty as $5,000 and $10,000, respectively. If, however, only
one �rm establishes a research facility, expected pro�t to that �rm is:

E (�ownerj1 �rm establishes) =  (4; 900) + (1� ) (2; 500)�K
= 2; 500 + 2; 400 �K

The rival�s expected pro�t is:

E
�
�non_ownerj1 �rm establishes

�
=  (1; 600) + (1� ) (2; 500)
= 2; 500� 900:

With probability , social welfare is $12; 550 � K. With probability 1 � ,
social welfare is $10; 000 � K. So, if one �rm does establish a facility, the
expected total surplus is

E(SW j1 �rm establishes) = (12; 550�K) + (1� )(10; 000�K)
= 10; 000 + 2; 550 �K
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If both �rms establish research facilities, expected pro�t to each �rm is:

E (�ij2 �rm establish) =

= 2 (3; 600) +  (1� ) (4; 900) +  (1� ) (1; 600) + (1� )2(2; 500)�K
= 2; 500 + 1; 500 � 4002 �K:

In this case, the expected social welfare is

E(SW j2 �rm establish) =

= 2(14; 400� 2K) + 2(1� )(12; 550� 2K) + (1� )2(10; 000� 2K)
= 10; 000 + 5; 100 � 7002 � 2K

� Neither �rm will establish a research facility if the expected pro�ts of estab-
lishing a facility are lower than those of not establishing, i.e., establishing a
facility is a strictly dominated strategy for both �rms. That is,

E(�ij0 �rm establishes) > E (�ownerj1 �rm establishes)

2; 500 > 2; 500 + 2; 400 �K
K > 2; 400

� Only one �rm will establish a research facility if it is a best response to not
establish a facility when its rival establishes, but it is a best response to
establish a facility when its rival does not. That is,

E (�ij2 �rm establish) < E(�non_ownerj1 �rm establishes)

2; 500 + 1; 500 � 4002 �K < 2; 500� 900
2; 400 � 4002 < K,

and

E(�ownerj1 �rm establishes) > E
�
�non_ownerj0 �rm establishes

�
2; 500 + 2; 400 �K > 2; 500

2; 400 > K

Combining these two conditions on K yields

2; 400 � 4002 < K < 2; 400

� Both �rms establish a facility if establishing a facility is a best response for
every �rm i regardless of what its opponent does, i.e., establishing a facility
is a strictly dominant strategy for both �rms. That is,

E (�ownerj2 �rm establish) > E(�non_ownerj1 �rm establishes)

2; 500 + 1; 500 � 4002 �K > 2; 500� 900
2; 400 � 4002 > K
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We also need to check that

E (�ownerj1 �rm establishes) > E(�non_ownerj0 �rm establishes)

2; 500� 2; 400 �K > 2; 500

2; 400 > K

However, condition 2; 400 � 4002 > K is more demanding than 2; 400 >
K, thus implying that 2; 400 � 4002 > K guarantees that establishing a
facility becomes strictly dominant for both �rms. Figure 8.10 summarizes
these results.

Figure 8.10. Equilibrium results.

(b) Under what circumstances is there "too much" R&D in that both �rms spend on
R&D whereas aggregate pro�t is greater if only one �rm does so?

� �Too much�R&D in the sense that both �rms establish research facilities,
but the expected total pro�t would be higher if only one �rm establishes a
research facility, requires K to satisfy

E(�ownerj1 �rm establishes) + E(�non_ownerj1 �rm establishes)

> 2 � E (�ij2 �rm establishes)

2; 500 + 2; 400 �K + 2; 500� 900 > 2 �
�
2; 500 + 1; 500 � 4002 �K

�
K > 1; 500 � 8002

(c) Under what circumstances is there "too little" R&D in that neither �rm spends
on R&D whereas aggregate pro�t is greater if at least one �rm does so?

� �Too little�R&D in the sense that no �rm establishes a research facility, but
the expected total surplus would be higher if at least one �rm establishes a
research facility, requires K to satisfy

E(�ownerj1 �rm establishes) + E(�non_ownerj1 �rm establishes)

> 2 � E (�ij0 �rm establishes)

2; 500 + 2; 400 �K + 2; 500� 900 > 2 � (5000)
1; 500 > K
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Figure 8.11 summarizes the results from parts (b) and (c).

Figure 8.11. Regions of �too little�or �too much�research.

� Under what circumstances is there "too much" R&D in that both �rms spend
on R&D whereas social welfare is greater if only one �rm does so?

� �Too much�R&D in the sense that both �rms establish research facilities,
but the expected social welfare would be higher if only one �rm establishes a
research facility, requires K to satisfy

E(SW j1 �rm establishes) > E (SW j2 �rm establishes)

10; 000 + 2; 550 �K > 10; 000 + 5; 100 � 7002 � 2K
K > 2; 550 � 7002

(d) Under what circumstances is there "too little" R&D in that neither �rm spends
on R&D whereas social welfare is greater if at least one �rm does so?

� �Too little�R&D in the sense that no �rm establishes a research facility, but
the expected social welfare would be higher if at least one �rm establishes a
research facility, requires K to satisfy

E(SW j1 �rm establishes) > E (SW j0 �rm establishes)

10; 000 + 2; 550 �K > 10; 000

2; 550 > K
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Figure 8.12 summarizes the results from parts (d) and (e).

Figure 8.12. Regions of socially insu¢ cient or excessive research.

� Compare the results from parts (a)-(e). When are the social planner�s and
�rms�interests in alignment both when the �rms act individually and as a
cartel?

� In �gure 8.13, the results from parts (a), (d) and (e) are superimposed onto
one another representing the decisions that individual �rms and a social plan-
ner would prefer.

Figure 8.13. Preferences of the social planner and a cartel.

In region A, both the �rms and the social planner would agree that neither
�rm should establish a research facility due to the costs being too high for
the risk involved. In region B, the social planner would prefer that one �rm
establish a facility, but neither �rm does in equilibrium. In region C, one �rm
establishes a research facility in equilibrium which is the ideal development
pattern from a social welfare perspective, i.e., �rms� and social planner�s
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interests are aligned. In region D, both �rms establish a research facility in
equilibrium, but the social planner would prefer only one facility to exist.
In region E, the development costs are so low and the chances for success
are so high, that both �rms establish a research facility in equilibrium, an
outcome that is ideal for the social planner (interest alignment). In region F ,
no �rm develops the facility in equilibrium, while the social planner would
prefer that both �rms establish research facilities. Finally, in region G, only
one �rm develops the facility in equilibrium whereas the social planner would
prefer that both �rms establish research facilities.

�Hence, in regions A, C, and E the preferences of �rms and social planner
are aligned.

� In Figure 8.14, the results from parts (b)-(e) are superimposed onto one
another representing the decisions that a cartel and a social planner would
prefer.

Figure 8.14. Preferences of the social planner and the cartel.

In region A, both the cartel and the social planner would agree that neither
�rm should establish a research facility due to the costs being too high for
the risk involved. In region B, the social planner would prefer that one �rm
establish a facility, while the cartel would prefer that neither �rm establishes.
In region C, the social planner would prefer that both �rms establish research
facilities, while the cartel would prefer that neither �rm would establish. In
region D, the social planner would prefer that both �rms establish research
facilities, while the cartel would prefer that only 1 �rm establishes a research
facility. Finally in regionE, both the cartel and the social planner would agree
that both �rms should establish research facilities due to the costs being low
and good chances for success.

�Hence, in regions A and E the interests of the social planner and the cartel
align, and that there is no intersection where both the social planner and
the cartel would desire to establish one research facility.

3. Exercises from Tadelis:
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� Chapter 7: Exercise 7.9
� Chapter 8: Exercises 8.6, 8.9, and 8.13.

� See scanned pages at the end of this handout.
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